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Abstract

Generational garbage collection, prototype-based languages, dynamic optimization, cartoon animation for legibility, all tremendous fun, none done alone. What were they? How did they happen? Why did they matter? Looking back, what is worth learning about these experiences beyond the technical innovations? Combining hindsight with others' wisdom, it is possible to abstract some thoughts that may be useful in other situations: when (not) to listen to wise council; whom to follow into the cafeteria at lunch time; the benefit of striking a balance between one's own vision and those of one’s collaborators; which chance events might alter one's course; and how one's best work can sometimes arise from things that, on the surface, have nothing to do with work at all. At a deeper level still, the notion that values, principles, and practices arise in that particular order serves to unify the work and the experiences, and perhaps points the way forward as we all strive to invent the future.
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